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Glass concert loses $5,200
By Jon Swartz
Bill Rolland, program board
director, thought the event was well
promoted, but like other events - was a victim of student apathy.
The event in question was last
Thursday’s Phillip Glass Ensemble
concert in Morris
Dailey
Auditorium.
The concert, a contemporary
"classical" music event, cost approximately $7,000 to present. It
generated $1,800, a loss of $5,200.
The concert also generated a
sharply critical review that appeared in Saturday’s San Jose
Mercury-News. In the story, music
writer Paul Hertelendy called the
presentation of Glass an "illorganized event with minimal
promotional effort" and that "a
great many students on campus
never even knew that all-Glass
concert was even taking place."
Rolland didn’t think Hertelendy’s contentions of "minimum
promotion" were justified..
He said the program board
displayed posters and fliers
promoting the event "everywhere."
The cost: $275.
The board also ran ads in the
Spartan Daily and on radio station
KOME. costing $1,030 and $400.

Total cost for promotions was
$1,705.
"We had special announcements
put in all the music teachers’ boxes
about the concert and lecture,"
Holland said. "There wasn’t much of
a response."
Glass first gave an hour-and-a half lecture on March 4 (1:30 to 3
p.m. ) before performing later in the
evening 8 p.m. ).
Total cost for the lecture was
$310. Costs for the concert totaled
$6,600. The presentation of Phillip
Glass on March 4, be it as a lecturer
or a performing pianist, cost approximately $7,000.
Rolland thought the lecture and
the concert provided SJSU students
with an opportunity to see a
program they might not be able to
see elsewhere.
That opportunity attracted a
crowd of some 300 people to Morris
Dailey Auditorium, less than onethird of its capacity.
The crowd was comprised of
Glass fans and curious students who
could hear the loud reverberations
that the concert created.
One SJSU student, Art
Krikorian, said he heard of the
concert on a radio and read about
the event in the Spartan Daily. He

said he attended because of his interest in keyboard music.
Hertelendy, also present at the
concert, said the event looked as if it
had been thrown together at the last
minute.
"The whole thing was done by
not enough people," Hertelendy
said. "And those that were doing the
job didn’t know what they were
doing.
"People were waiting outside
the hall until 8 p.m. It was cold out
there and most of the people weren’t
appreciative of the wait.
"Further, by the time everyone
got inside, the concert had been
delayed 25 minutes."
Hertelendy also mentioned a
press conferece scheduled with
Glass before his concert. The press
conference was moved at the last
moment and no one was available to
inform him and other critics where
the new location was, he said.
"I think the promotions were an
example of too little, too late,"
Hertelendy said. "Postering was
confined to the final three days
before the concert.
"I also talked to people on
campus about the promotions and
they said it was quote ’lousy.’
"I’ve held off my criticism

toward the amatuerish efforts of
promotion for events at San Jose
State. The Phillip Glass concert was
the culmination of inadequate
planning on the part of the program
board and it really hurts the SJSU
community."
Act 50 ( the act that essentially
explains the purpose and rules of the
program board), however, does not
stipulate that board -sponsored
events generate income.
Rather, it states that the
program board provide artistic and
cultural events to the students and
community of SJSU.
Lynn Sears of the AS. Business
Office agreed, saying that the
purpose of a university is to provide
cultural activities to students.
"They’re (the program board)
working with the best that they
have," Sears said. "They’re unnot
They’re
derstaffed.
pros . . . they’re not Bill
Grahams."
Sears was involved in the Glass
event and expalined the program
board’s decision to scale down ticket
prices from $9 to $7 to $6.
"The prices were lowered so as
to benefit more students," Sears
said.

By Gary Buck

Phillip Glass performs at his recent SJSU concert. The concert,
sponsored by the A.S. program board, lost 55,200, the most
of any event in over a year.
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Strict scholarship requirements generate low applicant rate

mb.

By Cindy Mare
Money usually isn’t too hard to give
away. But Scholarship Chairman William
Fox is finding it difficult to award at least one
$250 scholarship.
The John Morton Scholarship, available
to an SJSU student whose mother or father is
working for Hewlett-Packard, received no
applicants last year. This year, Fox said he
may face the same problem.
"Sometimes specific scholarships are
hard to find applicants for," Fox said. "I hate
to see money going to waste."
Fox said the problem with the Morton
scholarship may have been caused because
too few students were aware it was available.

However, a lack of applicants for
scholarshps is not one of the common
problems financial aid officials face. Fox
said.
Less than 10 of the 800 scholarships
available to SJSU students last year received
no applicants, Fox estimated.
"The old wives tale that millions of
dollars go begging may exist somewhere, but
I don’t know where," Fox said.
Approximately $250,000 in scholarships
were awarded to SJSU students last year, Fox
said. Some scholarships received up to 29
applicants, while others received only two or
three, Fox said.
He explained that scholarships with strict

eligibility requirements generate fewer
applicants.
SJSU offers two types of scholarships.
Endowment scholarships are paid for with
the interest collected on donations to the
school, Fox said. These may include
memorial scholarships.
Off-campus organizations, such as the
San Jose Women’s Club, may give the
university money to award to students, Fox
said.
These
university -administered
scholarships totaled 500 last year, he said.
Applicants were required to have a 3.0
GPA or higher and must have attended SJSU
at least one semester.

An additional 300 scholarships were
awarded to SJSU students last year by outside agencies, Fox said.
University officials have no involvement
in the selection of these recipients, he said.
The money is mailed to the university in the
student’s name to insure he attends school,
and financial aid officials act merely as
"disbursing agents," Fox said.
He advised students to check with
department offices for career-related
scholarships that may be available to them.
The application deadline for scholarships
awarded through the financial aid office has
passed, Fox said.
Students may also use a computer in the

Career Planning and Placement Center to
help them search for scholarships, said Jerry
Btody, center director.
Students enter information, such as their
major or religion, and the computer will print
the scholarships available to them. However,
since the computer’s main function is occupational data, scholarship information is
not comprehensive.
Anyone interested in using the computer
must sign up for a training workshop, usually
taught on Wednesdays and Thursdays, Brody
said. Students may contact the Career
Planning and Placement Center for more
information.

Graduate students
may face fee hike

High strung power

Richard Atcheson (kneeling) has an invention which may 8v F"’
forever change the way we travel. His rubber -band-powered
vehicle could be the answer to our growing energy problem.
Well, maybe not. But it must’ve been fun building it

Vey

A.S. Program Board asks for more money
By Lenny Bonsall
Just two weeks after receiving a $10,000 financial repreive from last
year’s account, the AS. Program Board came before the special allocations
committee Monday requesting an additional $6,174 to be used for a scheduled
Mountain Blues Festival at SJSU.
The plea for more money followed an announcement by AS. Controller
Angela Osborne that requests for special allocations funding now exceed the
current budget by more than $11,000.
"We have $11,000 in the general fund and lover) $22,000 in requests
now," Osborne told the committee. "1 would like to ask you to begin giving
consideration to groups that have not been before special allocations
before."
The request by Osborne, coupled with the $10,000 the AS. program board
now has in its possession, led to some doubts by the committe whether the
group really needed the funds.
"We gave your organization $77,000 (in this year’s budget), then the
$10,000 you got last week," Inter-cultural Affairs Director Bo Buhisan told
Bill Rolland, program board director. "I just can’t understand why you
didn’t include this program in these funds."
"It was included," Rolland responded. "But with AFI, we were cut back
$14,000 from our original request." Rolland told the committee he was
simply exercising the option of special allocations, an option he said was
offered to him last year.
Osborne disagreed with Holland’s account of the funding.

"With all the revisions you have received, your group has had about
$87,000, just $2,000 less than your original request," Osborne said. "We have
a lot of other groups that have no other source of funding other than special
allocations, so I can’t see funding the program board."
Not everyone on the committee had the same attitude. .
"At the risk of sounding cynical. I think this program ( the Blues
festival) would generate a lot of interest," committee member Tom
Adkisson said. "I’d be disappointed if AS. didn’t fund some money for this
it’s one of the few programs that the population of the school as a whole
could become part of."
The financial status of the program board, however, was still of major
concern to the committee.
"Just how much money does the program board have right now?"
committee member Roxanne Pate asked. Rolland said the borad currently
had $17,000 with $3,000 of that amount already committed to films and future
programs.
"With all the projected income from the event and all else figured in, you
are asking the board for a total of $4,174," Pate said to Rolland. "If you paid
for the program yourself, don’t you see the remaining $10,000 carrying you
through the semester?"
Rolland said that it could, although it meant "not having some films and
speakers" in the future.
"We’re a little tight with money at the program board," Rolland adcontinued on page3

By Scott Shifrel
Graduate students will be
paying $600 more in fees in the next
two years if a legislative analyst’s
proposal is adopted in the 1982-1983
budget.
The proposal would have
graduate students, who now pay the
same amount as undergraduates,
pay $200 more in fees next year and
$400 more in 1983-1984.
If the legislative analyst’s
proposal is adopted, graduate
students at SJSU will be paying
$330.50 in 1982-1983, and $730.50 in
1983-1984.
The increase would produce $5.7
million for the California State
University system, according to
Susan Burr of the legislative
analyst’s office.
Burr, who deals with the CSU
budget, said $1.4 million was
recommended to be set aside for
financial aid.
"It would be to insure financially needy students will be able to
attend graduate school," Burr said.
Curtis Richards, California
State Students Association
legislative advocate, referred to the
proposal as "a horrendous increase."
"We realize we’ll have to take
some fee increase," he said. "Just
look at the state budget."
But Richards said he thought the
two-year, $600 total graduate increase unacceptable.
The CSSA has taken no official
stand on the proposal as yet, but
Richards said he was sure it would
be opposed.
"The logic is that the cost of
graduate students is considerably
more," Richards said, adding that
increases in fees tend to limit
enrollment.
Gov. Edmund G. Brown’s 19821983 budget proposal is seen as being
$1.5 billion on the short side, according to revised economic
forecasts.
Brown had based his budget,
released in January, on a foreseen
upturn in the economy. Experts at
the State Department of Finance
now believe the reccession will
continue, keeping tax revenues low.
The state faces a $350 million
deficit this year, which will probably
be made up by borrowing from next
year’s budget.
California’s constitution forbids

deficits of more than $300,000.
Full-time graduate students at
SJSU now pay $193, the same as
undergraduates. But $62.50 of that
was for this semester only.
If no increase is passed on to
fees for the 1982-1983 year, then fulltime students would pay $130.50.
However, the governor’s budget
now includes a $41 increase for next
year. Students in the California
State Students Association and
elsewhere have deemed that
"reasonable,"
according
to
Richards.
The analysts also proposed a
8300 increase in each of the next two
years for University of California
graduate students.
The legislature will consider the
legislative analysts proposal in a
series of hearings at the end of
March, Burr said.
The legislature will also consider the governor’s proposal. The
CSSA will present its case as well.
Hearings on the overall budget
started yesterday in the post
secondary education committee.
CSU Chancellor Glenn Dumke
testified along with other
educational officials.
"He didn’t come out real strong
and say ’we absolutely can’t be
cut’
like ( UC President David)
Saxon did," Richards said of the
Chancellor’s appearance.

Daily editors
on firing line
All students and interested faculty are invited to
attend a Spartan Daily press
information meeting at 5 p.m.
tomorrow in the S,U. Almaden
Room.
Free press kits will be
available. A brief description
of Daily policy will also be
provided. Those who wish to
attend will have an opportunity to question the Daily
editors.
For more information call
Terilyn Silvers at 277-3181
between 1 p.m. and 2 p.m.
today or tomorrow.
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*Entertaining group
The A.S. Program Board, responsible for campus entertainment, has
thrust itself into the limelight and proved to be the most entertaining of all.
The board has mismanaged the students’ funds allocated to it by the AS.
board of directors, facillated on whether chairpersons resigned or were
fired, and has taken entertainment conference trips to socialize rather than
book shows. It has become one circus act after another as members continually clown around with our money,
Bill Rolland, the program board director, consistently blames the AFI
funding intiative as the source of all problems. The AFI was approved by
students in spring ’81, allocating a percentage of students’ fees to six specific
groups. It sliced $12,500 off the board’s original budget of $97,000, leaving it
with a still meaty $81,900.
So is Rolland’s AFL excuse legitimate, or just another act?
The board’s $81,900 was divided into two main accounts: lively arts and
films. The $9,500 film budget dwindled to a mere $2,500 due to poor planning,
poor promotion and scheduling films which many on campus didn’t care to
view. A few weeks into the semester, the film budget was left with $0.
Rolland explained the loss by claiming, "Nobody was interested in
seeing them." Well, why show them?
The program board’s glaring inability to manage talent surfaced in the
lively arts account. Endowed with a budget of $72,400 the board had financial
flops such as "Beatlemania," Samoa Spectacular and the Stand-Up Comedy
Show. Few showed up for Beatlemania, Samoa Spectacular was never expected to draw students and the comedy show was . a joke. It’s difficult
to attract an audience when there is little or no advertising. This left the
lively arts account on the brink of death with $6,735.
Program board members assert they’re not a profit-making
organization. They should be informed that making a profit and preserving
enough funds to last throughout the year are two different things. It’s no
wonder the board loses money when it plans shows, like the one scheduled
this March, when a program board adviser will read poetry and get paid for
it.
But these aren’t the program board’s only blunders. The show never
seems to stop. The pomp persists as chairpersons resign, get fired and reresign. New members are unfortunately thrown into the center ring to
replace their predecessors who ineptly handled funds, decided the work was
too time-consuming and left. It takes a lot of time to blow that much money.
For a real show -stopper, there are entertainment conferences which
some members attend, usually bi-annually, spending $3,000 at a national
conference and $891 at a regional to socialize, returning without booking a
single act.
Rolland once said "socializing is a very important part of it" (booking
shows). Is it worth it if the shows bomb? He has also said, "I don’t want to
bring anything here unless I think it’s good. Should Rolland take it upon
himself to determine the students tastes in entertainment? We think not.
The money being spent frivolously is derived from students’ fees. Your
money allows the board to function, inefficiently as it may, and Rolland gets
paid for directing this not-so-amusing farce.
Some other campuses have professionals run their board. This is one
solution to the problem. Another would be to select only students who will act
in a professional manner instead of selecting whoever shows up to fill the
vacancies. The board might also re-evaluate the few shows that were winners, learning both from past mistakes and successes.
The program board’s account was recently revitalized , with an
allocation of $10,196 from the A.S. budget committee to help them make it
through the semester. The board now has the opportunity to book interesting
shows. One can only hope they choose to do so.
Our program board has made an unpleasant name for itself, on campus
and off. Maybe it’s time the students turn off the show and tell the board,
"That’s all folks."

Daily Policy
The Spartan Daily would like to
hear from you-our reader. Your
ideas, comments, criticisms and
suggestions are encouraged. By
listening to our readers we feel we
can better serve the campus community.
Letters to the Mailbag, opinion
articles and press releases are
gladly accepted.
Our policy for accepting such
material is as follows:
Letters should be submitted to
the Spartan Daily office (JC 206)
weekdays, or by mail to the
Mailbag, do the Spartan Daily, San

Jose State University, 1255. Seventh
St., CA 95192.
All letters must include the
writer’s signature, major, class
standing, address and telephone
number. Only the name, major and
class standing will be printed.
The Spartan Daily reserves the
right to limit the number of letters
on a given topic after a sufficient
amount of comment has appeared.
Letters should not exceed 350
words.
Opinion
The intent of the Spartan Daily
Forum Page is to present a variety
of viewpoints of interest to the
campus community.
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Japanese -American internment discriminatory
On Feb. 19, 1942, President
Franklin D. Roosevelt signed
Executive Order 9066, empowering
Lt. Gen. John L. DeWitt to declare
"military areas" and exclude "any

By
Dawn Furukawa
Staff Writer

or all p.r,ons" from these areas.
In the next few months, a series
of Civilian Exclusion Orders put
120,000 persons of Japanese ancestry
behind barbed wires. Most of these
were American citizens.
The government justified this
imprisonment as a war measure.
We were also at war with
Germany and Italy and few German-Americans and almost no
Italian -Americans were ever
evacuated.
The government also justified
relocation on the grounds that
Japanese-Americans were potentially disloyal.
The record does not disclose a
single case of Japanese disloyalty or
sabotage during the whole war.
This leaves one determining

factor as to why the Japanese from
the West Coast were evacuated from
their homes.
Racism.
"Evacuation of JapaneseAmericans to 10 internment camps
across the west took place nobody
can dispute this -- because
Japanese-Americans looked different, their color was different,"
said former Supreme Court Justice
Arthur Goldberg.
Discrimination and racial
prejudice towards the Japanese
goes back before Pearl Harbor.
The Alien Law Act of 1913
prevented Japanese from purchasing land or leasing it for more
than three years. The 1934 Japanese
Exclusion Act specifically excluded
Japanese from coming to America.
And the government would not give
Japanese U.S. citizenship.
The anti-Japanese hysteria
after Pearl Harbor combined
cultural ignorance and racial
paranoia with fear.
It is written in the constitution
that the writ of habeus corpus shall
not be suspended, and the Fifth
Amendment commands that no
person shall be deprived of life,
liberty or property without due
process of law. But all of these
constitutional safeguards were
denied by military action under
Executive Order 9066.
were
Japanese-Americans
stripped of rights and property and
imprisoned without a hearing in
concentration camps.

Some witnesses in an L.A.
hearing last summer compared
themselves to rape victims, "guilty
and ashamed" for having to spend
up to three years behind barbed
wires and guard towers with guns
pointing inward.
Others compared themselves to
"battered children" beaten down by
the parent-country, but still loving
the country because it is the only one
they know.
Many were victimized by junk
dealers who followed notifying officers, and stated the government
intended to seize household
belongings.
Some Japanese-Americans who
had money in banks found their
assets were frozen after Pearl
Harbor and then eventually wiped
off the books by the government as
"enemy assets."
The total loss of Japanese
property in 1942 dollars is estimated
to be more than $1.5 billion.

this country while their parents,
brothers and sisters were incarcerated.
The 442nd Combat Team, an all
Japanese-American unit, which
served in Europe, emerged with
more decorations and more
casualties than any other unit of
comparable size and length of
service in the Army’s history.
The psychological stress of
confinement and the embarassment
and humiliation of being regarded as
traitors to this country live on in
many Japanese-American minds.
Some groups are demanding
$25,000 as redress for each of the
120,000 Japanese-Americans or their
heirs.
But no amount of money can
compensate for the wrong perpetuated.

After Pearl Harbor, the FBI
went to every Japanese house and
confiscated anything of Japanese
origin.
Men under supsicion of having
any connection with Japan were put
into internment camps.

The Japanese-Americans were
in camps for no crime other than the
color of their skin and the shape of
their eyes.
A plaque in front of one camp,
Manzanar, states, "May the injustices and humiliation suffered
here as a result of hysteria, racism
and economic exploitation never
emerge again."

After that, the government
didn’t have to put the women and
children into concentration camps.
What harm could they do?
But still, many men fought for

Let’s hope the government and
citizens of the United States learned
from this horrible mistake and a
similar crime will not be committed
in the future.

Collegiate athletes should
perform in classrooms too
Americans are guilty of committing an injustice
against society when we condone the athletic excellence of
young males and ignore their academic failure in college.
A recent article appeared in Sports Illustrated
regarding the eligibility status of University of Houston’s
world class track athlete Carl Lewis.
Lewis, who won both the 100 meter sprint and long
’Limp in last year’s NCAA track championships, was
probation making him ineligible to
placed
. . on academic
AA sponsored track events.

By Latressa Wilson
Staff Writer

Even more surprising was the reaction of Lewis’s
track coach who tried to blame the athlete’s failure on the
professor who gave him the "unfair" grade.
His attitude seemed to be "if an English instructor
told me that one of his geniuses was failing my gym class,
I would have changed his grade." He implied the same
thing should have been done in Lewis’s situation.
There is no way to rationalize a college athlete’s
scholastic failure.
Believe it or not, some athletes do participate in
college sports for the educational benefits.
A poll conducted in 1970 showed that 57 percent of all
intercollegiate athletes graduated from college. Of that
figure, about 58 percent graduated from the schools of
Education, 22 percent from business and 15 percent from
the Applied Arts and Sciences. Less than 5 percent
graduated with degrees in either Science or the Liberal

Arts.
White athletes boasted a 75 percent graduation rate
while blacks had only a 24 percent graduation rate. The
low graduation among black athletes can be partly
blamed on societal pressures. The black male is not encouraged to complete college; instead, he is told that the
only way to assimilate into American society is through
professional sports.
What happens to the athlete who decides to drop out of
college and pursues a career in professional sports?
The professional athlete is used as a machine and then
cast out by our society, according to Dr. Harry Edwards,
a former SJSU instructor who now teaches at the
University of California at Berkeley.
"He is regarded as a machine to be used as the white
man sees fit and then discarded after his youth has surpassed production," Edwards said.
It is common knowledge to most collegiate athletic
administrators that a significant proportion of athletes
who go into professional sports have ended their careers
in financial disaster. A large percentage of those who
don’t finish college on welfare, in prisons or working in
menial jobs.
How many times have we picked up the paper to read
about the life of some former athlete who has filed for
bankruptcy?
There is no logical way to compensate for intelligence
with sports ability.
Universities have the responsibility of setting
restrictions to ensure that their athletes meet their
academic requirements.
Coaches have the responsibility of organizing study
sessions for athletes who are having problems in classes,
and the athlete has a responsibility to himself to take the
initiative of maintaining a respectable grade point
average.
Someday soon, athletes like Carl Lewis must realize
that their mind is a terrible thing to waste.
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Computer augments book circulation
Librarians express surprise over positive student reaction

1**

By Janet Gilmore
GONWTWI.
This may look like a typing error, but punch
these characters into the computers in either
SJSU library and they take on a new importance.
Immediately the automated circulation
system, those small computer terminals, runs
off all available information on "Gone With the
Wind," for example. The location of the book
(Clark or Wahlquist), the number of editions
available and when the publication will be
returned if checked out.
The terminals are located on the first three
floors of the Robert D. Clark library and the first
floor of the Wahlquist library.
Sandra Kajiwara, a librarian in the Clark
library, said students are adapting to the
computer very well.
"I’m surprised," Kajiwara said. "I thought

Sunday the computers weren’t operating
there would be more hesitation but people love
these little machines. Instead of asking for help, between 12 p.m. and 5 p.m., Reiss said. This
occured when the air conditioning, used to cool
they go right toil themselves."
the main computer in the Wahlquist library
Reserve Book Room Supervisor Loretta broke, she said.
The computer operates at a temperature
Reiss, expressed similar comments.
"Students think they’re fantastic they like between 65 and 75 degrees, but when a wire in the
air conditioner failed, the temerature rose to 80
it," she said.
But one computer novice found it "con- degrees. As a result, the terminals stopped
fusing." John Arasawa, after several attempts, working, according to Dorothy Yale, a librarian
was not able to gain any information on the book in the Clark library.
he was searching for.
This prevented information from being
According to Reiss, many books have yet to
be entered into the system. There are at least retrieved from the terminals, she said. But books
30,000 publications in the Wahlquist library alone were still checked out with the aid of a special
that need to be entered, she said.
check out slip, completed by library workers.
The system is being worked on daily, she Information on this sheet would be entered into
said, adding that more instense work has been the computer terminals once they are in
required on the machines over the last few days. operation.
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By Cindy Maro
Associated
SJSU’s
Students will be asking
President Reagan to justify
his proposed $1.5 billion
cuts in federal student aid
for 1983-84 if a resolution is
passed at today’s A.S.
Directors
of
Board
meeting.
The resolution calls for
the Reagan administration
to explain its reasons for
the proposed cuts and
promises to help defeat the
proposal if the A.S.
directors finds the reasons
to be invalid.
"The main purpose (of
the resolution) is just to
show our position," said
Mike Howell director of
student services and one of
three sponsors of the
resolution.
Jim Rowen, SJSU’s
representative for the
California State Students

Association, and Dolores
Canizales, director of
ethnic affairs, are the other
sponsors of the resolution.
Howell said he doesn’t
expect a direct response
from the Reagan adif
the
ministration
resolution passes.
"The most we can do is
add to the screams. It is
one of many (complaints)
that add to the pile,"
Howell said.
proposal
Reagan’s
calls for the elimination of
Supplemental
the
Educational Opportunity
Grant and the National
Loan
Direct Student
stricter
programs,
eligibility requirements for
the Guaranteed Student
Loan program and
reductions in the College
Work Study and Pell Grant
(formerly known as the
Basic Educational Oa-

Grant)
portunity
programs.
SJSU
2,200
More than
students would be affected
uy the cuts, said Don Ryan,
financial aid director.
The resolution is one of
several methods student
leaders are using to voice
their opinions on Reagan’s
proposal, Howell said.
CSSA
Nine
representatives returned
from Washington, D.C.,
last week after meeting
with Congressmen and
White House officials to
protest the proposal.
Rowen said he was
unable to participate due to
a lack of funds.
However, Rowen held
a news conference to inform students of his concerns on March 1,
designated by the United
States Students Association
as Student Action Day on
Financial Aids.

Belushi’s show goes on
"I didn’t book this
movie because of his
death," Ross said. "I
booked it because it’s a
good film and I think it
would be a success on
campus."
The movie will run at 7
pm. and 10 p.m. tonight.

Program board
continued from page I
mitted. "Any assistance we
can get would be greatly
appreciated."
The committee agreed
to postpone any decision
concering the program
board until it can provide
the committee with an
explanation of where its
current budget is being
spent.
"I would like to see
some way that you could
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A.S. challenges cuts
to financial aid funds

"The Blues Brothers," person Dan Ross.
a film starring the late
The film was booked on
John
Belushi
and Thursday, one day before
scheduled for tonight in Belushi’s death, Ross said.
Morris Dailey Auditorium,
was not planned in order to
Ross said it was
capitalize
on
the strictly a coincidence that
comedian’s recent death, the movie was scheduled
according to films chair- the day it was.
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show where the (board’s
money) is going,"
Adkisson said. "It looks
like there could be some
money floating around
here."
Osborne said the
money that the cortunitte is
allocating must be watched
closely.
"I hate to be pennypicky," Osborne said. "But
I’m being that way because

I think it’s going to matter
next week at the special
allocations meeting I."
It is not unusual for the
general fund to be depleted
before the semester is
over, according to
Osborne.
"We usually run out in
late March or early April,"
Osborne said. "When we
run out (of funds), requests
can still be made they
just can’t be honored."

Robbery suspects released
By Evan
Need to know which library houses the book your looking
for The new computer terminals in both libraries have

Yee

the answers. Here, Dea Whitfield, of Admissions and
Records, shows Leigh Thomas how to operate the syatem.

_spartogLiicle
CAR! will show the
movie, "Revolution in El
Salvador: Romance and
Reality," at 1:15 this afternoon in the S.U. Pacheco
Room. For more information, call 292-3905.
The American Indian
Club will meet at 6 this

evening in the Anthropology basement ot the
Social Science Building.
Call Laurie at 277-8802 for
more information.
The Black Students in
Engineering will convene
at 6 tonight in Eng. 148. For
more information, call

Thomas at 2874999.
The SJSU Karate Club
will conduct a self-defense
demonstration at 11:30
a.m, today in the S.U.
Umunhum Room. Call
Carol at 629-0421 for more
information.

Did cocaine kill John Belushi?
VINEYARD HAVEN,
With Dan
Mass. AP
Aykroyd riding to the
gravesite on a motorcycle
and James Taylor
mournfully singing "That
Road,"
Lonesome
comedian John Belushi
was buried Tuesday in a
gentle snowfall on an island
off Cape Cod.
Meanwhile in Los
Angeles, where Belushi
died last Friday, reports
surfaced that his death
may have been caused by a
cocaine overdose.

"We can hear the call
of his solitary warning:
’Wise up!’ " the Rev. Ilia
Katre of Boston’s Holy
Trinity Church told the 200
friends and relatives who
gathered at a church on
Martha’s Vineyard for a 45.
minute requiem service
and brief eulogy.
The phrase, "Wise
up!" was a trademark of
the 33-year-old Belushi,
whose manic comedy made
him a star of TV’s
"Saturday Night Live" and
then such motion pictures

as’ ’ Animal House."
Among the mourners
who gathered on the
overcase, chilly morning at
the Congregational church
were
Belushi’s
wife,
Judith, his parents,
comedian Bill Murray and
producer Lorne Michaels,
who worked with Belushi
on the hit NBC late-night
comedy show.
Lee Salters, Belushi’s
New York publicist, said
the comedian chose to be
buried on the island where
he owned a summer home.

The Baptist Student
Union will conduct a Bible
study at 11:30 this morning
in the S.U. Pacheco Room.
Call Mark at (415) 657-7649
for more information.
The All African People
Deevolution will meet at

1:30 this afternoon in the
S.U. Guadalupe Room. For
more information, call 2934886.
The SJSU Students for
Peace will have an
organizational meeting at
noon today in the S.U.
Guadalupe Room.
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matching the description of
the suspect vehicle," said
Sgt. W.A. Lane, head of the
University
Police
Department’s
investigative office.
There is another 7-11
store at S. Sixth and San
Salvador Streets, but Lane
said it was pure coincidence the three were
stopped there.
"Our officer got
everybody out of the car,
secured ( handcuffed them)
and then turned them over
to San Jose Police officers
who arrived," Lane said.
Sgt. Tony Biskup of the
SJPD robbery detail said
the three men were later
released because of lack of

evidence. Apparently, they
were never taken back to
the store for identification
by the clerk.
The names of the men
aren’t being released yet
because two of them are
still being investigated,
according to Biskup.
"At this point, two of
the men are definitely still
suspects," Biskup said.
Biskup would not say
how much money was
taken in the holdup.
However, it was reporteed
in yesterdays San Jose
Mercury the amount taken
was $84. The incident is
under investigation.
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By Phil La Velie
Three men suspected
of robbing the 7-11 store at
S. Eleventh and San Carlos
Streets Sunday morning
were apprehended by
University Police, only to
be released later by San
Jose City police because of
a lack of evidence.
At 2:15 a.m. Sunday,
the store was robbed by
three men, two of whom
simulated having weapons.
At 4:20 that same morning,
University Police officer
Brian Garrett stopped
three men suspected of the
holdup.
"Officer Garrett observed a vehicle at S. Sixth
and San Salvador Streets

e co
21740 Grenada Avenue
Cipertino, CA 95014
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Six wrestlers to compete for NCAA titles

VP

Dufrene

SJSU 142 -pound wrestler John Mittlestead itopl wrestles
Bob Sole of Utah State during PCAA finals. Mittlestead

and five other SJSU wrestlers left early yesterday to
participate in NCAA championships in Iowa.

SJSU trackmen beaten in Westwood
By Mike Thomas
The SJSU men’s track
team was able to pull out
only three first place
finishes as it was overwhelmed by Arizona, 89-64,
107-47,
and UCLA,
Saturday afternoon in
Westwood in a triangular
meet.
Spartans Felix Bohni
and Bernie Holloway,
however, qualified for the
NCAA championship meet
on their first place efforts.
Stan Ross also ran to a first

place finish in the 1500
meters.
Bohni cleared 18 feet in
the pole vault while
Holloway ran a 50.75 in the
400 meter intermediate
hurdles.
"UCLA had excellent
balance on the track and in
the field events," SJSU
distance coach Marshall
Clark said. "But Arizona
made them take a serious
look at them.
"We’re not as far along
as we would like to be,"

Clark continued, "but and Keith Bacon was ninth.
we’re not as bad as they
Green was also the top
made us look."
SJSU finisher in the 200
In the sprints, where meters with a fifth place
the Spartans have been 21.5 finish. Harry Campbell
perennially strong, they was sixth and Bacon was
were not able to break into eighth in that race.
the top three places. The
Campbell was also fifth
best that SJSU was able in the 400 meters with a
finish in any sprint race time of 48.39. Paul Jones
was fifth.
was sixth and Burness
That was Dwayne Brayboy was seventh.
Green, who took fifth in the
In other events, SJSU’s
100 meters with a time of Tom Hussey took fifth in
10.88. In the same race, the
3000
meter
Ken Thomas was eighth steeplechase while Ruddy
Herman took sixth in the
800 meters.
Simon Kilili ran the
second fastest time in SJSU
history in the 5000 meters
as he crossed the finish line
in 14.00.8. He finished third
naments, needed Paisal, in the race, however.
and his low score on
Monday, after Cato sat out
The hurdles proved to
because of "disciplinary be a bright spot for the
reasons." Vroom declined Spartans, especially the
to go into detail, but said performance of 011ie
Cato "should return to the Thorsson.
"Thorsson wasn’t
lineup soon."
Cato led all SJSU expected to run the high
golfers in the Rancho hurdles," Clark said, "but
Murieta Invitational last he came in second in the
weekend, shooting a 77-74- 110 and third in the 400."
Jerome Bearden added
188 for third place in
37
a fourth place finish in the
the 45-hole tournament.
110 highs while Tom
Tamburino turned in a McGraw was fifth.
miserable opening-round
The 400 meter relay
86 before settling down to a
respectable 74-36 in the team experienced a bit of
final round, which marked bad luck as Ken Thomas
the beginning of the end of was apparently bumped on
his leg of the race. This was
his slump.
SJSU combined for a a major reason for its
team score of 962 to finish dissappointing 41.03 third
nine strokes behind place finish. UCLA was
Pacific. The Spartans first with a time of 39.94
coasted past Pacific in the while Arizona was second
USF Invitational, winning in 39.95.
The mile relay squad
by 24 strokes over the same
also finished in third place.
team.

Tamburino keys win
Taylor and Fresno State’s
Doug Harper, who tied for
first with a 150 total.

By Stewart Emerson
As Joe Tamburino
goes, so goes the SJSU golf
team.
Though it might be just
a mere coincidence that
Tamburino pulled out of a
month -long slump in
Monday’s USF Don Invitational and the Spartans
won their first tournament
since the Silverado Invitational exactly a month
ago, on the other hand, it
might not.

Vroom said the
Olympic Club course in San
Francisco is one of the
more difficult courses the
Spartans play at. He said
the course has "tiny
greens" and the players
don’t get the "roll" they
usually get at other
courses.
"It was a very wet
course," Vroom said,
alluding to last Sunday’s
rain. He said even on an
average day, the course is
"normally damp" because
of its proximity to the
ocean.
Andy Paisal, who
fluctuates between good
and bad on dry courses,
turned in a slick 79-75
154 to tie with Stanford’s
Lew Dickey for eighth
place.
"It iPaisal’s round )
was very instrumental to
our winning the tournament," Vroom said.
The Spartans, w h.,
normally depend on Mark
Cato’s -- not Paisal’s -low scores to win tour-

"He’s definitely on the
mend," coach Jerry Vroom
said after Tamburino fired
a 75-76
151 at the tough
par-71 Olympic Club course
to capture third place and
lead his teammates to a
one-stroke victory over
Stanford. "He certainly is
in a much better frame of
mind."
Danny Coughlin, one of
Vroom’s "steadiest performers" opened with a 78
in the first round of the oneday, 36-hole tournament,
then shot a 73 in the final
round to tie Tamburino for
third place, one stroke
back from USF’s Scott
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Essodina Atchade was
second in the long jump,
Bob Cook was fourth in the
discus, Craig Roberts was
second in the triple jump,
Joel Wyrick was fourth in
the high jump and Bob
Babits was third in the pole
vault in other Spartan
performances.
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"I’m as ready as I can
be," he said. "I just have to
stay relaxed."
The tournament will
start tomorrow with the
pigtail matches. These
matches are used when
there are more wrestlers
than the 32-man bracket.
Kerr said most weight
classes
have
pigtail
matches.
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The quarterfinals will
be held on Friday with the
semifinals held that night.
The battle for third,
fourth and consolation
winners will be Saturday.
The championships, the
right to be No. 1, will be
held that night.

Mackie’s effort
wasted in loss
The SJSU women’s
gymnastics team wasted a
good performance from
Lorraine Mackie as the
Lady Spartans finished last
out of four teams at the
NorCal championships last
Saturday at Cal.
Mackie, SJSU’s most
performer,
consistent
finished sixth in the
competition with a score of
34.70. Her individual scores
ranged from an 8.50 on the
balance beam 10 8.80 on the
vault and in the floor
exercise.
The Lady Spartans
team score of 126.80 was
fourth behind champion
Stanford’s score of 143.15.
Runner-up Cal totaled
136.85, while third-place
Fresno State had 130.70.
Terry Sanford also
turned in a good performance for the Lady
Spartans. She had a final
score of 33.25 with her top
individual scores being an
8.90 on the uneven parallel
bars and an 8.65 on the
vault.
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The tracksters will be
on the track again
Saturday in an all-corners
meet at Bud Winter Field
at 11 a.m. The next scoring
meet will be at 11 a.m.
March 20 at Bud Winter
Field against Oregon State
and Fresno State.
all Ell MB MS

as I could be.in but I have to
dolt in the mind. The mind
is the most important
thing. If I can do it there
then I know I can win."
Mittlestead added that
he too is ready.

Both Mackie and
Sanford qualified for the
NCAA regional championships. The regionals,
which include schools on
the West Coast with the
exception of Stanford, have
Mackie seeded second and
Sanford fifth.
However, in the NorCal
both
championships,
finished far behind the
overall champion, Merilyn
Chapman of Stanford.
Chapman finished with
a final score of 36.95, all of
her individual scores being
9.05 or better.
The No. 2 and No. 3
winners were both from
Cal. Judi Mori finished
second with a score of 35.80
while teammate Karen
Kelsall was third with a
score of 35.45.
Stanford took the No. 4
and No. 5 places with Angie
Barnes taking fourth with a
score of 35.35 and Kim
Strauss finishing fifth with
a 35.20 score.

2 42,4

by

Although the Spartans
didn’t fare well point-wise,
the experience that they
received from the meet
was invaluable, according
to Clark.
"Keith Bacon got to
run a lot and ran well," he
said.

r

A newcomer to the
championships will be
Mittlestead, who pulled off
an upset win in the PCAA
championships. He knows
he will need the same kind
of performance to do well
in the NCAA championships.
"If I stay calm, I’ll be
O.K.," he said. "I’m not
real confident because I
haven’t had that much
competition. I’m worried
about staying relaxed."
like
Mittlestead,
Gulliford, missed much of
this season with a knee
injury but also says his
knee is fine.
Kerr added that the
Spartans will be considered
underdogs partly because
of the seeds. Twelve
wrestlers from each weight
are seeded, and Kerr said
Baza will probably be the
only Spartan seeded.
good
"I
feel
physically," said Baza.
"I’m in as good condition
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Lillheim
Mathias
fought off back pains to
come in third in the javelin
with a throw of 198 feet.
"Lillheim could throw
just hard enough to beat
the Arizona man," Clark
said. "He won’t throw for a
couple of weeks. We hope to
have him back by the
Fresno meet."

with this ad
A Seminar: "How to Stand Up for Yourself While
Lying Down" will be presented by Gail Sanchez.
MSW, from 2:45-3:45 in the Almaden Rm.

Me al E.Ayi

92 S SECOND ST.
JOSE C A 95113

The Spartans fared
well in the field events,
however, taking three
second, two third and four
fourth place finishes.
Rob Suelflohn finished
second in the shot put with
a throw of 59-0 1/2 while
Hank Scarborough was
fourth at 54-8 1/2.

By Mike Jones
Before leaving for this
weekend’s NCAA wrestling
championships at Iowa
State, SJSU coach T.J.
Kerr told his wrestlers just
how big the tournament is.
"I told them going to
the NCAA championships
is as big as going to the
Olympics," he said.
Kerr and his six PCAA
champions 118 -pounder
Brad Gustafson, 126pounder Wayne Jones, 134pounder Eddie Baza, 142pounder John Mittlestead,
167-pounder Andy Tsarnas
and heavyweight Casey
departed for
Gulliford
Iowa early yesterday
morning to prepare for the
championships.
"We look real good,"
Kerr said. "Baza and Jones
have good chances at being
All-Americans, but the
competition is pretty
awesome."
The top eight from
each weight class are
Allwith
awarded
American honors. Each
weight class, however, has
at least 32 wrestlers, so
making the top eight will be
extremely difficult.
Two of the Spartan
wrestlers who have been to
the NCAA’s before are
Baza and Gulliford.
Baza, who is making
his fourth appearance at
the championships, is very
optimistic
about
his
chances.
"I feel better than last
year," he said. "I’m both
optimistic and confident,
but anything can happen."
Baza, who holds the
record for most career
wins by an SJSU wrestler
with 128, wants to better his
fifth place finish of a year
ago.
"I’ll be shooting for No.
1," he said. "I know I can
do better than fifth."
Gulliford, who lost his
first match in the NCAA
championships in 1980,
expects 1982 to be different.
"I feel good, I’m not
real nervous like the last
time," he said. "I’m a lot
more confident and I think
I have a good chance at
making All-American."
Gulliford missed much
of this season with a knee
injury but says his knee is
fine now.

Wayne Salvatore Photography
3230 The Alameda
Santa Clara, CA 95050
4(03) 2,17 0771
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Ex -Mormon ’heretic’ takes pro -ERA stand
By Vivian Vasquez
The word heretic conjures up various images. An
example would be a stout woman with wirey-hair, a sunk in face and a wart on her nose.
Sonia Johnson is a far cry from this typical image of a
heretic. She’s petite in frame, wears a fashionable perm
and has a lovely face with dancing hazel eyes.
On December 5, 1979, the Church of the Latter Day
Saints, (more commonly known as the Mormon Church)
excommunicated Johnson because of her pro-ERA stand.
The Mormon Church labeled her a heretic.
A heretic is one who dissents from an accepted belief.
In other words, the Church called her a non-conformist.
Monday evening, Johnson spoke to a group of 300
women and men in the Student Union Ballroom. Her guest
appearance was part of Womyn’s Week celebration.
Johnson first heard about the ERA in church, when its
members were organizaing " from the pulpit to destroy
the ERA.
"As I found out about it, the better I understood it,"
Johnson said, "and the better I understood why we must
have it."
According to Johnson, the Constitution of the United
States is the rock on which justice is built in this country.

Johnson related her history from housewife to heretic.
with good humor.
"I can’t believe i for 93 years I believed God only
speaks to men," Johnson said. "My only regret is that I
didn’t act sooner."
Johnson’s voice bustled with emotion as she told the
audience, "there isn’t a word in the man’s dictionary that
can describe a woman’s experience of feeling betrayed."
One night in 1978, Johnson got angry and told God
what she thought.
"I told God that men put us in this little box and
clamped the lid . . . we’ve been oppressed for
years . . . how could He let such a thing happen?
"If I could get my hands on Him (God), I’d kill Him."
Johnson said we must all have our revolutions before
we can help others. Hers had to be spiritual.
According to Johnson, male supremacy has been bred
into our genes and chromosomes for years.
"As long as God is male, then male is good," Johnson
said. "That’s what females have to live with."
According to Johnson, women must perpetrate and
nurture the human race.
"If we don’t rise and end this oppression, it’ll be an
end of human kind," she said.

"Women aren’t in the Constitution," Johnson said.
"We’re not protectd against the 16,000 discriminatory
laws ( in existence)."
She said the 19th Amendment is all women have
guaranteeing them anything and that guarantee is the
right to vote.
"The ERA is the hard rock foundation," Johnson said.
"Then we can get good laws and have bad laws
"This movement is to save human kind . . . also to
eliminated."
save women because we’re half of human kind."
When asked what she thought the chances were of the
Johnson related a story about a man who told her he
ERA being ratified, Johnson said, "it’s unlikely we’ll get had heard she was obsessed with the ERA.
it
She said a miracle was needed to pass the ERA.
She told the man, "I would give my life to see the ERA
passed."
"Two-thirds of the American public support the
Johnson said there are three things women could do to
ERA," Johnson said. "The majority of people in get justice.
unratified states support the ERA.
First, they must stop listening to that inter-voice
which puts their feelings and wants last.
"It’s just a little handful of six men keeping us from
Second, women must reexamine their relationships
democracy."
with men and third, they must never compromise.
Her solution to the problem was to unelect these men
"Men walk across our faces with their cleated boots
in power.
and all they say is, ’Oh, I’m sorry.

’I would give my life
to see the ERA passed’

By all, E

"There isn’t a word in the man’s dictionary that can describe a woman’s experience of feeling
betrayed," Sonia Johnson told a group of 300 ERA supporters Monday night in the S.U.
Ballroom, part of this week’s Womyn’s Week celebration. Johnson was excommunicated from
the Mormon Church in 1979 for being an alleged heretic.
According to Johnson, when the church wasn’t
fulfilling her needs, she began to question the sexism and
racism within the institution.
Johnson lives in Virginia with her four children,
supporting them by giving speeches in support of the ERA
and the feminist movement and from the proceeds of her
When she was excommunicated from the Mormon book, "From Housewife to Heretic."
Johnson was leaving Tuesday for Utah, "to see all
Chruch, Johnson became a national leader in the feminist
that I can do for the Mormons for ERA," she said.
movement.

She said women must put a stop to it and stand up for
their rights.
Johnson, who grew up in Utah, attended Utah State
where she received her doctrine. She has taught English
at a number of institutions in other countries.
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ramp and print work with local
agency Exp preferred, but not
necessary. 14081 410-4301.

F urnished
or
$3775
STUDIO
unfurnished for one person only
semester
runs all
This ad
because we almost always have
a vacancy 295 7438

DISABLED
TO
Children/adults, we train. over
Start
flex
hf S .
p,t,
16.
13 60/hr 1415/ $340111 or 964

COMPANIONS

Sports
Needed
office
personnel.

or 415 875 7900

Summer

OPENINGS.
GUIDE to CRUISEViORLD, 70,
2535 Watt Ave. PD Box 60129

WEDDINGS Marry legally in your
home or mine Or On location No
waiting. Beautiful full service
$25 Rev Wright 733 4645, days
or anytime on weekends

Sacramento. CA 95860
F oR SJSU STUDENTS! THE 1991

SCIENCE, MAGIC, AND FRAUD
can
be
but
overlap.
disttnpuished Knowing which IS
which and how they are used is a

tOuR OF EUROPE FOR SAN
A
JOSE STATE STUDENTS
unique 60 day European tour
has been planned by SJSU
Contiki
Tours
alumni
and
SJSU
ESPECIALLY
FOR
complete
This
STUDENTS!
package
professional planned
includes the art and history of
Europe PLUS the Chance to
travel with fellow students with

adventure academy 578 2305

every
meets
CLUB
SIERRA
Tuesday at 7 30 p
. in the
the Student
R
Guad
Union Activities include skiing,
backpacking. climbing,cycling,
parties and more
SELF DEFENSE class beg Mar 17
Union,
Student
pm
at
3
Guadalupe Rrn 425 Taught by
Carol Hernander Trid degree
black bell
Yard for Garage sale. will
pay 779 1110 723 8985

Needed

Elect an SJS graduate and a 20 year
resident of the campus corn
d to San Jose City Council
mon,
District Three Vote Tim Fit

o’y

tgerald June lith
AT Campus Christian
Center Sunday. Lutheran 10 45
am Catholic 4 00 andll 00o m
Protestant Fellowship Supper
Tuesday at 5 30 pm Please call

WORSHIP

campus Ministry 191 0704 lor
worship counseling programs
and study opportunities Rev
Natatile Shires. Fr Bob Hayes,
Joan Panetta,
Sr
Fonhaber

Rev

Norb

YOUR OWN import style
beer for half the price of Olv
More akohot, better taste. Free

MAKE

volunteers

also

Work

Student

student

PERSONALS

Wholistic
Part time office work for law lirm
Must own transportation Ask for

drinkers. Write stating why you
are interested P0 Box 121,

Charlotte 7117 9001

S.J..CA95103

STRINGING
JOBS IN ALASKA! Summercyear
MOO $7000
round. Hiph pay,
monthly!
All
fields parks.
fisheries. oil industry and more.
Wings.
In
Employer
1982
formation guide $1 95 Alasco,

Pick up and Delivery
Fast Service Ca11926 6826.

Japan,

Takarrione Classical Guitar Solid
Top. Rosewd Bark New Cony
$290 14001 752 4096

HOUSING

SAN JOSE RESIDENCE CLUB
Spacious building with cow’
tyard, piano, fireplace, kitchen,
linen and housekeeping service
color TV, parking, coed 1,0,05
$ea to 590 per week,rnonthlY
Discount 10 percent 702 s

tyPISTS

STUDENT
STuOY
WORK
Union
Student
NEEDED....
10 to
Appro.
Scheduling Off.,
IS hours per week 5399 per hfhlr
10 start
required

Belo

typing

skills

People’s

Republic

of

ARTS.
BALLET
SCHOOL
OF
Lincoln Ave Spring classes in
ballet, all. exercise, tap in
Per
dividuali zed
training
form tng experience offered Ph
2166110/990 7416

on

typist

Jose/BloSsorn Valley. Janet 727
9575

by

IBM
correcting Selectric. Will check
spelling and punctuation. Call
anytime before 10 p m 1636365

done

in

Budget
FLIGHTS

14081 2700155

EUROPE
SPECIAL
STUDENT
RATES
TO
AUSTRALIA

I

NEW
ZEALAND ISRAEL ASIA AFRI
CA ME XICO..HAWAII .ASU
In

DELIVERY PIZZA PIZZA
serves
7067140

Student
Identity
card.. Youth Hostel Pass Eurall
Passes. BrItrail Passes .Camp
no,
Hotel
I
Adventure
Clubs Work
Tours Groups I
abroad prop
istudents
Inter European
Student
flights Ca 5
rental
I
teasel Insurance .Our
cost you nothing extra
service
Agency _Trip I Travel
Co flew San Carlos

1976 6210 Dotson 4 Or
kin? cond. New tires, 00046049

S3100 or b o Ph 7090967

TYPIST

theses,

resumes, reports. dissertations
Deadlines guaranteed So San
Jose, Call Kathie at 578 1216.

Neat
and
accurate.
reasonable rates located in So
San Jose Ask for Lori al 281
4824

SECRETARY,

RESUMES,
REPORTS
THESES. ETC Accurate IBM.
Low Cost!
Quality!
professional
247 1681
Pam.
Guaranteed!
1 Santa
Evenings/Weekends

JANE’S PROFESSIONAL TYPING
high
Accurate,
SERVICE

STEREO

ALL THE BEST FOR LESS! Audio
Enterprises
SJSU’s complete
consumer eiectronick- buying
service. features the finest in

Clara)

quality, deadlines guaranteed
theses,
Reports,
resumes.

Papers,
Term
TYPING Thesis.
etc. Experienced and Fast.
Reasonable Rates Phone 769
6674

nominal fee Here is to another
semester!

Call

PRECISE.

audio, video. and computers at

PROFESSIONAL,
typing
performed
on
my
IBM
correcting Selectric II. Wide
variety
of
typestyles,
Near

cost plus *MOD calibration and
For
consulting
MOW
be
Prices/info/orders call 2555190

PROMPT,

research papers. etc
Work
performed on IBM Selectric II
Copy service available with
smashing

TYPING DONE AT HOME Contact
Nuru at ’1,087956 169 50 P661
Work at SJSU. Easy pick

251

ask tor KEN

780.’101 275 9285

5947

op/delivery
"NOT TOO SHABBY
Customers Try Me
After 2, Thanks.

WANTED:

Say My
787 4355

GATOS
CAMBR1AN.’LOS
Dependable Typist All formats
IBM Correcting Select!, ill

classified ads
in the daily
to run

Double $17Ced Page From SI
Resumes from td Call Pat at

Service

We are a
Travel
Planning
St. (next
to plight Ltbrary I San Jose, CA
95113
IMO
792 1613 .Hours
Mon Fri 9 5/Sat I Sun Call 374
1570 it? hi

FOR SALE

TYPING BY A PROFESSIONAL 20
Neat. at
years experience.
TneSeS,
All formats
Curate

TYPING

WORD PROCESSING for all your
and
Fast
needs
typing
reasonable
dependable.
rates/pick up and delivery Call

4371

Stvn Creek’ 246 0636 or 5890913

EXPERIENCED
TYPING

76 HONDA CIVIC. 3D12. SSP, 36K MI
reg
gas
yellow,
Sunroof.
AM/FM,Cass. 54500,offer 395

SUE’S RESUMES, term papers,
fast, accurate,
theses, mss
since 1970 IBM corr selec 361
111wy 17 and
Monroe
St
4
S

my
home
Call Lynn at

Sunnyvale Area
1301971

fast.

conscientious.
Available 7 days a week. IBM
Electronic 1206910

dependable,
9

TYPING. WILLOW GLEN Double
spaced from SI 00/pg resumes
from $5 00, also business typing
Ilse, 267 5147. after I p.m
TYPING

TYPING

ACCURATE

AUTOMOTIVE

356 117115

full

papers,
term
and
Ind
resumes.
repetdive letters, camera ready
WMIettlOIT
copy IBM Selector

TYPE

reports,

Joye 764 1029

SJSU/Downtown area to mid
night I am Fri/Sal Also 4360
Stevens

LARGE BRIGHT ROOM in quiet
Victortan House. 1 blk from SJS
co ed student household $140.
melds uf il Call John 279 9789

S LAKE TAHOE 016 541 042 or 544
7031
Ask for Moores Manor
New deluce act Foe groups 6 or
10 1.69 and up deity smaller umtS
available 2 bi frorn clubs

word
for
WANTED
ProceSsing center F texible
7990700
or
Phone 795 8173

Accuracy,
neatness,
deadlines guaranteed. Exp. in
theses, reports, dialed& iOnS.
App
SJSU Grad Stud. IBM
50.
San
Selectric
II.

EXPRESS

St Office 177 N 0th St 990 0723

HELP WANTED

Take 17 days in

China. Hong Kong and Hawaii
All ex
Earn College credit
A I F S
An
penses 83.750
All ages Call
Student Group
i41S1 493 8390 evenings

FREE

300Orn i

Done

experienced

TYPING Fast and Accurate. 51.15
per page. No resumes. Call
Linda in Sunnyvale at 146/ 730
5657.

TYPING

Audrey 998 5215
TYPING 41 25/pg

SECRETARIAL

14011747 6433

competent typing and editing Of
reports
and
term
papers,
resumes 11.1le Univ approved
formats/. Call Marcia at 266
9448

QUALITY
TYPING
Anything
typed APA format on request.
IBM core selec
III Located
near Tully Rd
and Seeder

CLARA

SERVICE icorner of Scott and
Benton) Handling educational,
personal and your business
typing needs
14101 964 7768.

GLEN,ALMADEN

WILLOW

Term paper I Dissertations Use
equip
which
can
also
do
repetitious Ors Etc. Jan 238
1663

fernaflonal
ASIAN STUDIES

1246 Acalanes. No Ill P0 Box
60157. Sunnyvale. CA. 940111.

H0000’76

RACQUET

rates

FOR SALE

Baritone Horn lEopIrnn,uml Conn
Conn,’ 4th Valve, Excel Coed
5550011er tee’) 287 4096

and
CHARTER

Student discount

Experienced

SANTA

Available

processing
technical. thesis,

reports
Word Processor
SI 50 per double
spaced page phone 973 3901

TO

ants
carpet
Plumbing.
laying.
electrical, painting One or all of
the above Cali Don 795 7434

Evenings

DISCOVer Europe from
$20006 Our student travel dept.

TRAVEL
We
are
Travel agents who specialile in

PROFESSIONAL

SERVICE
TYPING
EASYTYPE
term papers, theses, resumes.
249 0412
Word Proc.
letters

typingcword

Resumes,

$16000

will assist you in making those
dreams come true free service

Student

SERVICES

Quality

PROFESSIONAL

SPARTAN
TRAVELERS!
Economy travel to fit your
budget New York escape from
1144 00 Hawaii getaway from

STUDENT

70/hr

Typing Soc., Sunnyvale
Selectric
II,
Fast. Accurate
Correct Spelling errors! Per
Page or hourly cost 734 4558

produced on
All Formals

or, campus ticket delivery free.
Call SEVEN SEAS TVL 7,11 7733.

MAJOR IN 0 T , PT, Rec. T
work
Psych. HrnEc . So< Wk
one to one win, Devel Disabled
persons Need car and ins Start

$600 per hour For
Near campus Floor and

77

Transpersonal
non
Nonsmokers.

Reiko’s

SAN JOSE STATE STUDENTS

2576

COOPERATIVE

IN

LIVING

HANDYMAN

Honda CB450 Motorcycle Good
71.000
Runs Great
Transpo
WO or best 275 6/89
miles

EUROPE THIS SUMMER THE
1982 TOUR OF EUROPE FOR

HAIL
FRIENDS

desirable but not necessary

after a MO
SA 70/hr
Pd Trng Call 721 S570

EXPLORE

14061132 6963

Lima and much more Call Dr
Hamilton, Foreign Lang 777

wanted!!!

Previous experience

TRAVEL

SUMMER IN PERU Earn college
credit Visit the Amaron, see an
Inca Festival, art treasures in

needed

Student Union Director’s Off ice
Main! Assistant 13 95/hour 70
Mrs per week Schedule to be
arranged

to
experience
the
freedom
first hand!
Former
Europe
SJSU students have loved it!
For more information. CALL
AT
TRAVEL
CREATIVE

Hail

Contact Vietnamese voluntary
Foundation 984 3471

lessons Call 788 6647

JO
C0400
Hawk
HOn
kept
Garage
X TRAS GR T
plus
damatic
Vaiue $ 7700000 at 227 2035

Markham

Nylon ski iackel. tan won blue
tip oft
lining,
green
Stripe,
sleeves REWARD. Call John al
277 8967

Vietnamese refugees Six paid
openings through VISTA Non
paid

from

counselors

PLICATION,

Chance
LOST

instructors,

Europe. Carribean. worldwine!
Career. Send $095
AP
handling
for
plus SI

for

TEACHERS,JOURNALISTS
Volunteers needed to teach ESL
and help produce weekly radio
program in English about the

EXPEDITIONS!

SAILING

ever heard of a Cervical Capl
Available at 3 Bay Area clinics
For intorrnatiOn call 415 444 5676

or groups Offices near campus
GCPRV 1928465

LOST AND FOUND
wanted

W/CRED

RESORTS,

EXOTIC

CRUISES,

about birth control’ Have you

skill
Resource
loving
120I5
Robertson is now available by
appointment only for individuals

7259.
TEACHER

WOMEN! How much do you know

Beautiful huge All wnnd apt to share
in old Willow Glen Never been
burglarited AA ,F kid OK Own
room, 5235 mo I utilities ist
last Only cull 779 1110. /73 8905
Housernate wanted, male or female
to share large house in the West
Valley 378 8750

Creek
w, ID

Checks K

1246 38621

BAD HABIT TOO 40 band availabh
for weddings. Parties. clubs eti
Audit iOnS seen request Cali
736145

Stuart,

or

Ad Rates

Print Your Ad Here:

Minimum three lines on one day

Count approxima lel) 30 letters and spaces tor each Ime
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251 1510
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color printS. S hrS. Photo album
Cali
negatives 1795.00
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Douglas
Schwartz,
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1490

1525

1245

$5081

877
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54W

1560

$595
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over 10 yr,
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FREE
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Phone 277-3175
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San Jose, 95117 1401 775 6440

41$ 444 5616
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Pleasant Hill 415 875 /900
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Print name
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Students Spec iai 51250 110400
Snort form, 540A State form,
Renters Credit Free Estimates
Fast, Accurate ACCtrn F inane iai
Pianning Service 979S tOth st

TAX

Center
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Personals

Automotive
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Services
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Yor Sale
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prior to
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Song festival finalist performs at Pub
The tour was booked due to the success
of a record called "Cryin." Blote released
the recording on his own label.
"It was getting airplay in the Seattle
area," Kelly said.
The record was produced by Chuck
Leary, who is know for producing the
Beach Boys and America.
As an unusual aspect of his act. Blote
pre-records some of his backup on tape
and plays guitar live over the backing
track.
"That’s hilarious," Kelly said.
"People look up because they’re hearing
three and four people. They look up and it’s
just him."
"It’s me live, but with a time warp,"
Blote said.
He uses the backing track to enhance
certain songs, he explained.
"1 don’t think it takes away, I think it

By Lee Sherman
A five-time finalist in the American
Song Festival, Paul Blote will bring his
adult-comtemporary music to the Spartan
Pub tonight. Blote will perform from 8 to
11 p.m.
A former graphic artist, Blote has
played with England Dan and John Ford
Coley, and Seals and Crofts, according to
his manager, Neil Kelly.
Blote describes his music as
"basically acoustic adult-comtemporary
to country pop."
"He starts out on the mellow side and
builds up to the more pounding stuff,"
Kelly said.
"It’s not bubblegurn, punk, or heavy
metal," he added.
Blote just retured from a tour in
Canada and, according to Kelly, "has
thawed out now."

adds quite a bit," he said.
"Other people have tried it and they
can’t do it," Kelly said. "His timing is
absolutely perfect."
Blote is a member of the "Bahai
Faith," an independent world relgion that
he said, "holds the arts in very high
regard." Blote said he believes that music
is a universal language.
"Nothing I say musically is contrary
to what I believe," Blote said.
Blote described his music as "uplifting
and positive."
"Everybody can feel good about it,
regardless of if they’re into what I do,"
said Blote.
Blote said he is looking forward to
playing the Pub.
"I like college audiences better than
almost anything." he said. "They are open
to being entertained."

First alignment since 1 5th century

Rare planetary event occurs today
By Chris Borden
Today, the nine planets
will be within a 100-degree
area of the sky on the same
side of the sun.
This alignment, or
syzygy siz-e-gee), is a
rare and awesome occurrence since the planets
will not appear this close
again until 2467. Such an
alignment hasn’t occurred
since the mid 10th century.
(Eight planets, excluding
Pluto, lined up in 1803.)
Such
planetary
alignments
receive

speculation in the media
that they might increase
tidal forces, thereby
causing on earth such
cataclysms as floods and
earthquakes.
don’t
Geologists
to
such
subscribe
predictions,
nor do
astronomers.
"The planets have
nothing to do with
gravitational pull like -the
moon does," said Jim
Burrell, physics lecturer.
"The moon stress theory is
the only one that has any

The Sun and Planela
on March 10 1984

bearing."
The sun and moon, by
their gravitational pull,
cause bulges in the oceans
and even crustal distensions of about 20 centimeters when the sun,
moon and earth are in a
straight line.
misun"People
derstood that the planets
are going to be in a straight
line," Burrell said.
"It got overplayed."
Astronomers say that
the combined gravitational
attraction of the planets
during the line-up is too
weak to act on the earth
because the forces won’t
act in a straight line
together and the planets
are too far away. The
forces that would be
exerted, they say, are less
than one-ten thousandth of
those from the sun and the
moon.
"Burrell said the
alignment has been gently
occurring and that such
events aren’t unique.
"It’s a visual effect
that anyone can do,"
Burrell said. "The planets
never get in a straight
line."
From the standpoint of
tidal forces, the full moon
of Sept. 24, 1980 was more
"dangerous;" being just

This is how the line-up would look from above.
Three of the planets, Mars, Venus and Mercury,
are visible in the pre -dawn sky.

223,242 miles away then,
the Moon alone exerted 18
percent more tidal stress
on the earth than the moon
and the planets will today.
The last time a
planetary alignment occurred was in a year of
natural
any
hardly
disasters (1803).
In the United States
that year, Ohio became a
state and the Louisiana

Purchase was completed.
A man named R. Wilson
received a patent for bridal
reins and James Gayleard
improved the construction
of corsets.
Burrell doesn’t exhibit
the slightest concern over
the event.
"It’s no bewitching
hour," he said. "Wear your
lead shorts and you’ll be
safe."

Scientists test acid cloud
MOUNTAIN VIEW,
Calif. AP -- A second
probe of the sulfuric acid
cloud girdling the Earth is
set for Wednesday as
scientists try to gauge the
cloud’s effect on Earth
temperature.
Experts at Ames
Research Center confirmed Tuesday that the
cloud consists mostly of
tiny droplets of sulfuric
acid, the end product of
debris from a volcanic
eruption somewhere in
Africa or Asia.
The second flight by a
U-2 reconnaissance plane
based in Topeka, Kan., was
scheduled in an attempt to
determine the size of the
cloud, said Peter Waller,
public information officer

at the center, operated by
the National Aeronautics
and Space Administration.
8 T,14 I/
The cloud is believed to
The Nutrition and Food Science building seems to
contain at least one million
be the perfect place for these two pigeons to perch
tons of acid, as well as an
while they look for food.
undetermined amount of
gas which could convert to
acid.
"If the amount reaches
10 million tons, or 20
million, or 30 million, then
techniques
we have something," said
Department’s prevention
The University Police Police
taught in the seminar will
Dr. 0. Brian Toon, leader Department’s
crime sexual assault unit.
"We will discuss what include what to do if conof the 10-person research prevention office will
present two Sexual Assault type of victim a rapist fronted by a potential
team.
Awareness and Prevention looks for, and we’ll also rapist.
Toon said the reflec- Seminars at 9 a.m. and 2 include personal safety
The first reaction is to
tivity of 30 million tons of p.m. today in the measures the community not panic. Passive
sulfuric acid could cause a Umunhum Room of the can take,"Edel said.
resistance, such as talking
drop in temperatures on Student Union.
A major aspect of a to the attacker, and then
the planet. The extent of
University
Police rape victim’s experience active resistance, actual
the drop, and its con- Crime Prevention Officer has to do with the af- physical combat, are
sequences, are as yet Terry Edel will host the termath of rape Edel said.
techniques used to avoid
unknown.
seminar, in conjuctnion
"An important factor rape, Edel said,
with Jackye Read, director has to do with the
of the Valley Rape Crisis significant others of the
Today’s seminars are
Center, and Sgt. Earl victim, Edel said.
open to all faculty, staff
some
said
McClure of the San Jose
and students.
Edel

Talks address rape prevention

Annual crafts fair features women artists
as a highlight of Womyn’s Week activities
By Holly Fletcher
This week’s crafts fair,
sponsored by Womyn’s
Week, seems no different
from any other crafts fair - except for one thing.
This fair allows women
artists only.
All the crafts shown
were designed and
produced soley by women,
and even husband and wife
teams were banned.
"The fair is in
celebration of what women
can achieve in art," said
Lois Anderson, fair
coordinator.
"I love men, couldn’t
live without them," she
said. "They just don’t have
anything to do with
Wimnyn’s Week."
According to Azucena

% off Any Repair for
SJSU Students with
coupon

Coronet, Womyn’s Week
coordinator, the fair is an
annual event that strives to
promote women artists and
give them exposure.
"Artists are starving
people and women artists
are doubly starving," she
said.
Jennifer
Long,
a
pottery-maker selling her
crafts at the fair, agrees
that women artists can
operate at a disadvantage.
She
said
many
customers often think she
is just a "hired hand" and
ask her for the artist.
People just assume the
artist is a man. Long said.
"The fair seems
negative against men," she
said. "But I do think
women need a chance to

get exposure like this."
Long has been making
pottery for more than 10
years, but has been doing it
for a living for only five.
"I don’t make a lot of
money," she said. "but if
you enjoy it, it doesn’t
matter."
She said she is happy
with the quality of the
crafts displayed at the fair.
"I like the work," Long
said. "It’s nice to be in a
fair where there’s not a lot
of garbage."
Students also expressed enthusiasm for the
fair.
"This is the best one
(fair) I’ve seen here," said
Kim Brosnahan, occupational therapy junior.
Anderson, who also

coordinated last year’s
fair, is pleased with how
the 15 women artists have
been received.
"The response has
been very favorable," she
said. "I’m pleased with the
quality we have here."
Anderson, a jewelery
designer with a Palo Alto
gallery, has been showing
her hand-made jewelery at
SJSU craft fairs for five
years.
"I started off very
small and hardly made any
money," she said.
She said she feels she is
much more professional
now and said the Womyn’s
Week craft fair has
provided her with good
opportunities.
However, she em-

phasized the fair as only a
celebration of women and
not an attack on men.
"I’m not a feminist,"
she said. "I personally
haven’t ever come across
any problems with
sexism."
According to Long,
"everyone notices" that
only women artists are
featured at the fair, but she
said the students seemed
positive.
"I think this is a great
idea," said Kevin Coates,
an occupational therapy
senior. "I like the idea of
certain weeks used to
heighten
people’s
awareness."
The fair will continue
all week in the S.U. from 10
a.m. to 4 p.m.

PURCELL TEMPORARIES

Wanted

a few good leaders.
MARINE CORPS
OFFICER PROGRAMS

6

v Guaranteed Pilot Training
$100/month during school
v Summer Leadership Training
iv Free Flying Lessons before Graduation
iv University Credit for Summer Training
iv The World’s Most Advanced Jets
iv Programs for Seniors, Graduates and Underclassmen
The

United States Marine Corps F-MA HORNET

Work When and Where You Like
GENERAL AUTO
REPAIR

165 Washington
II
ISan Jnse CA

295

4473..,._4,

ittIcwsto.2.\

Assembly Technology
*Clerical

itss,C0

San Jose
(408) 286-5850

Engineering

tse

cPereit.

icv

Los Altos
(415) 914-9330

HAPPY HOUR

Mon.-Prflr.

siltserve

VOth00

COPIES

Saturday
10- Noon

21/2cr

Isinkol copies
PASEO Of SAN ANTONIO
lat 3rd St I 295-4336
I SAN CAM OS 295 5511
SAN JOSE

I

Purcell Temporaries

IiiBANK0F AMERICA
NATIONAL TRUST AND SAVINGS ASSOCIATION

Banking is alot easier at the Washington Square
Branch with our new Versateller automated teller.
Stop in today and see what we mean.
99 South 4th Street
San Jose, CA 95113

IN FRONT OF THE STUDENT UNION
TODAY AND TOMORROW

10am-2pm
or
call (408) 275-7445
The Few, The Proud. The Marines,

TI

